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The guidelines BESD have setup
Teachers have full access to any AI language generative chatbot
Teachers have access to AI image generative bots through Adobe, SchoolAI
For students, sites are not blocked but can not log in with school email due to DPA
Chatbot guidelines are set by teacher according to content
Teachers should instruct students on how to use AI bots appropriately



Suggested uses for AI for students

Brainstorm - In educational settings, AI can be used to facilitate brainstorming sessions, providing a
platform where students can collaborate, share ideas, and receive AI-generated suggestions. This not only
makes the brainstorming process more dynamic and inclusive but also introduces students to innovative
ways of thinking and problem-solving.

Tutoring - Using AI for individualized instruction can help students learn in the ways that work best
for them and at their own pace while still working with others in the classroom. 

Enhance research and Data Analysis - AI can process and analyze large
volumes of data quickly, providing insights and patterns that might not be

immediately obvious. This can be especially useful in preparing lesson plans,
understanding student performance, and adapting teaching methods to

improve outcomes.

https://edtechmagazine.com/k12/article/2023/01/fetc-2023-4-ways-personalize-learning-and-teach-self-management-skills


Suggested AI use for teachers

Personalized Learning - AI can analyze the learning patterns and performance of individual students to provide personalized learning
paths. This means teachers can use AI to offer tailored resources and assignments that meet each student's unique needs, helping
them grasp concepts more effectively.

Data-Driven Insights - AI can provide teachers with valuable insights into student performance and learning trends. This data can help
teachers in making informed decisions about their teaching strategies and identifying areas where students may need additional
support.

Support for Diverse Learning Needs - AI can assist teachers in supporting students with
diverse learning needs by offering tools for speech-to-text, text-to-speech, language
translation, and customized learning aids. This ensures that all students have equal
access to learning materials.



Let’s try an example

https://app.schoolai.com/space?code=O6KB

https://app.schoolai.com/space?code=O6KB

